Lisa Marie Presley’s UNTOLD STORY
Elvis’ only daughter reveals the truth about life with The King, Michael Jackson & the demons she battled for decades

PLUS: Riley Keough on finishing her mom’s bombshell book: ‘It’s bittersweet’

First Look! DEATHBED MEMOIR

Sick Charles FORCED TO PUT THE CROWN FIRST

Bieber Baby Joy DIVORCE CALLED OFF
In a shocking new interview, Christina Applegate revealed that she suffered from an eating disorder throughout her time starring as Kelly Bundy on the hit sitcom *Married... With Children*, which debuted in 1987 and ran for 11 seasons. “It was f**king torture,” the 52-year-old told pal Jamie-Lynn Sigler on their *Messy* podcast, adding that at her worst she would eat “five almonds a day.”

The *Dead to Me* star, a breast cancer survivor who revealed in 2021 that she is battling multiple sclerosis, explained that her body-image issues began years earlier when a neighbor boy called her fat. By age 15, she was on Weight Watchers. The 5-foot-5 actress noted that, when it came to weight and dieting, her own mother was competitive. “If I got down to 110 [pounds]... she’d be like, ‘How’d you do it?’ And the reason was, I had an eating disorder.”

When she was in her 30s the mom of one finally realized she had a problem. Seeing how thin she’d become, she said, “scared the s**t out of me.” She began eating normally and “figured it out.”

**CHARLES DUTY OVER ALL**

Ever the epitome of the British “stiff upper lip,” King Charles III has been uncomplaining as he returns to public duties amid his cancer treatment. So it was a rare human moment when the 75-year-old shared some of the debilitating side effects of his chemotherapy on a May 13 visit to the Army Flying Museum in Hampshire, England. When a British Army vet told the monarch that he lost his sense of taste while undergoing cancer treatment last year, Charles let slip that the same thing had happened to him.

As *Star* has previously reported, sources say the king is battling pancreatic cancer with just a few years to live. Yet despite his grim diagnosis, he feels forced to carry on for the sake of the monarchy — especially in the absence of big names like Princess Kate, who’s facing her own cancer battle, and rogue royals Prince Harry and his wife, Meghan Markle. “Charles wanted to return to public duties,” an insider tells *Star*. “He’s duty-bound and feels it a responsibility to be in public — even when he’s not feeling 100 percent.”

**Teyana Taylor and Jessica Serfaty**, dropping by Richie Akiva’s The After party, presented by Ray-Ban, at Casa Cipriani to celebrate the Met Gala, in NYC.

**Karlie Kloss**, arriving at the Stella McCartney Met Gala afterparty via Cadillac, in NYC.

**Meek Mill**, celebrating the launch of Cult Gaia x Thierry at Cucina Alba, in NYC.

**Nick Offerman**, sipping a dram of Offerman Edition: Caribbean Rum Cask Finish, his Scotch collab with Lagavulin, at a pop-up event in Venice Beach, Calif.

**Gwen Stefani** and **Blake Shelton**, performing at Keep Memory Alive’s 27th annual Power of Love Gala, benefiting the Cleveland Clinic’s Lou Ruvo Center for Brain Health, in Las Vegas.

**Chase Stokes**, popping a Zyrtec to combat allergies while walking his pup, in Charleston, S.C.